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Step-Up-To-Excellence SM:
A Change Navigation Protocol
for Transforming School Systems
This edition of The F. M. Duffy
Reports presents a protocol
change leaders can use to
navigate whole-system
change in their school districts. The information describing the protocol will help
change leaders in school districts and policymakers interested in whole-district change
answert
hequest
i
on,“
Howdo
we transform our entire school
syst
em”
?Thepr
otocol is
called Step-Up-To-Excellence
(SUTE) (Duffy, 2002, 2003,
2004a, 2004b, 2004c).
Every time SUTE is presented
to an audience there is at least
one person who calls out
some“
yes,but
s”
—statements
questioning whether the protocol is practical, do-able, or
val
i
d.Thr
ee“
yes,but
s”t
hat
are frequently heard and responses to them are found
near the end of this article.

The Need for Whole-District
Transformation
Rolling across America is a
l
ongt
r
ai
ncal
l
ed“
TheSchool
Improvement Expr
ess.
”The
triple societal engines of standards, assessment, and accountability are pulling it. The
lead engine goes by the name

“
TheNoChi
l
dLef
tBehi
ndEngineThatCoul
d.
”Ther
ol
l
i
ng
stock is composed of school
systems and a myriad of contemporary school improvement models, processes, and
desirable outcomes. The train
has once again come to a stop
at a broad and deep abyss
t
hatgoesbyt
hename“
The
Canyon of Systemic School
Improvement
.
”Ont
hef
arsi
de
oft
heabyssl
i
est
he“
Landof
Hi
ghPer
f
or
mance.
”Theriders
on the train want to go there.
In fact, they have wanted to go
there for years but have failed
to make the crossing, and so
they keep returning here to the
edge of the abyss to stare
across with longing in their
hearts wondering how they will
ever traverse it.
Standing at the edge of this
great abyss, some educators
see a threat while others see
an opportunity. Some see an
impossible crossing, while
others see just another puzzle
to be solved. Meanwhile, the
pressure in the three great
“
engi
nes”f
orset
t
i
ngst
andards, assessing student
learning, and holding educators accountable for results
continues to build and shows
no sign of dissipating. The

“
engi
neer
s”havet
hei
rhands
on the brakes but they can
feel the pressure of the engine
trying to edge the train forward, which feels like having
one foot on the brake of a car
while stepping on the gas with
the other foot.
Even though the train has
rolled across a lot of ground
and although its passengers
have done good things along
the way, there they stand one
more time looking out over the
abyss wondering how in the
world they will get to the other
side. Some of those standing
att
heedgesay,“
I
mpossible,
can’
tbedone.
”Ot
hers say,
“
We’
vebeenher
ebef
or
eand
f
ai
l
edt
hen.
”St
i
l
lot
her
sst
and
there and theorize about the
complexity of crossing such a
canyon.“
I
t
’
ssohar
dt
odef
i
ne
the boundaries of the canyon.
Just what is a system, what
does it mean, is it this or is it
that? We need this, this, this,
andt
hatorwe’
l
lnevercr
os
s,
”
they suggest, but then they
t
akenoact
i
ont
odowhat
’
s
needed. Still others, looking
backward at the long train say,
“
What
’
sbehi
ndusi
st
hef
ut
ur
e.Whatwe’
vedonei
nt
he
past is what we should cont
i
nuet
odo.
”
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There is a significant and
pressing need to cross the
“
canyonofsyst
emi
cschool
impr
ovement
”(
e.
g.
,see
Houlihan & Houlihan, 2005).
One way to make the crossing
is found in the Step-Up-ToExcellence (SUTE) protocol
described below. Before exami
ni
ngt
hepr
ot
ocol
,l
et
’
s
consider the traditional approach to managing change in
organizations.

The Traditional Approach to
Managing Change
The traditional approach to
managing change was developed by Kurt Lewin (1951). It
is illustrated in Figure 1
(shown on next page). What
Lewin said is that to change a
system, people first envision a
desired future. Then, they assess the current situation and
compare the present to the
future looking for gaps bet
weenwhati
sandwhat
’
sdesired. Next, they develop a
transition plan composed of
long range goals and short
term objectives that will move
their system straight forward
toward its desired future.
Along the way there will be
some unanticipated events
that emerge, but it is assumed
t
hatt
he“
strength”ofant
i
ci
patory intentions (goals, objectives, strategic plans) will keep
those unexpected events under control and thereby keep
the system on a relatively
straight change-path toward
the future. The problem with
this approach is that i
tdoesn’
t
work in contemporary organizations.
I
nst
eadoft
he“
st
r
ai
ght
f
orwardto-the-f
ut
ur
e”assumpt
i
onr
epresented in Figure 1, the com-

plexities of contemporary society and the pressures for
rapid change, combined with
an increasing number of unanticipated events and unintended consequences during
change, have created three
winding change-paths: Path
1—i
mpr
oveanor
gani
zat
i
on’
s
relationships with its environment; Path 2—improve its core
and supporting work processes; and Path 3—improve its
internal social infrastructure.
These winding change-paths
are illustrated in Figure 2 (next
page).
If change leaders assume that
there is a single strategic path
from the present to the future
that is relatively straight forward when there are actually
three winding paths, then as
change leaders try to transform their system they will
soon be off the true paths and
lost. To see how they would
be off the true paths (the three
winding paths) trace your finger along the assumed
straight path in Figure 3 (next
page). Wherever the straight
path leaves the winding paths,
you will be off course and lost.
When off course and lost, people will revert back to their old
ways, thereby enacting JeanBapt
i
st
eAl
phonseKar
r
’
s(
dat
e
unknown) often quoted French
folk wisdom,“
Themor
ethings
change, the more they stay
t
hesame.
”
To move an entire school system along the three paths
identified above, change leaders need a whole-system
transformation protocol that
will help them locate and navigate the three nonlinear paths
to higher student, teacher and

staff, and whole-district learning.

Three Paths to Improvement
Over the past 50 years a lot
has been learned about how
to improve entire systems.
One of the core principles of
whole-system change is that
three sets of key organizational variables must be improved simultaneously (e.g.,
see Pasmore, 1988). These
three sets of variables are
characterized as changepaths in the protocol presented below. Let
’
sexami
ne
the topography of each of
these change-paths before
exploring the change protocol.

Path 1: Improve A Dist
r
i
ct
’
s
Relationship With Its External
Environment
A school district is an open
system. An open system is
one that interacts with its environment by exchanging a valued product or service in return for needed resources. If
change leaders want their district to become a high performing school system they need
to have a positive and supporting relationship with
stakeholders in their dist
r
i
ct
’
s
external environment. But they
can’
twai
tunt
i
lthey transform
their district to start working on
these relationships. They
need positive and supporting
relationships shortly before
they begin making important
changes within their district.
So, they have to improve their
di
st
r
i
ct
’
sr
el
at
i
onships with key
external stakeholders as they
prepare their school system to
begin its transformation journey.
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Figure 1: The traditional change-path—
straight forward to the future
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Fi
g
ur
e2:To
da
y
’
sNonl
i
ne
a
rCha
ng
e
-paths
in Complex Organizations

Figure 3: Assuming a straight change-path
me
a
nsy
ou’
r
eof
ft
het
rue paths and lost
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Path 2: Improve A Dist
r
i
ct
’
s
Core and Supporting Work
Processes
Core work is the most important work of any organization.
In school districts, the core
work is a sequenced instructional program (e.g., often a
th
preK-12 grade instructional
program) conjoined with classroom teaching and learning
(Duffy, 2002; Duffy, 2003).
Core work is maintained and
enriched by supporting work.
In school districts, supporting
work roles include administrators, supervisors, education
specialists, librarians, cafeteria workers, janitors, bus drivers, and others. Supporting
work is important to the success of a school district, but it
is not the most important work.
Classroom teaching and learning is the most important work
and it must be elevated to that
status if a school system
wants to increase its overall
effectiveness.
When trying to improve a
school system, both the core
and supporting work processes must be improved. Further, the entire work process
th
(e.g., preK-12 grade) must
be examined and improved,
not just parts of it (e.g., not
just the middle school, not just
the language arts curriculum,
or not just the high school).
One of the reasons the entire
work process must be improved is because of a systems improvement principle
expr
essedas“
upst
r
eam er
r
or
s
f
l
owdownst
r
eam”(
Pasmore,
1988). This principle reflects
the fact that mistakes made
early in a work process flow
downstream, are compounded, and create more

problems later on in the process; for example, consider a
comment made by a high
school principal when he first
heard a description of this
pr
i
nc
i
pl
e.Hesai
d,“
Yes,Iunderstand. And, I see that happening in our district. Our middle school program is being
‘
dumbed-down’
andt
hosestudents are entering our high
school program unprepared
for our more rigorous curriculum. And, there is nothing we
candoabouti
t
.
”Upstream
errors always flow downstream.
Improving student learning is
an important goal of improving
the core and supporting work
processes of a school district.
But focusing only on improving
student learning is a piecemeal approach to improvement
.At
eacher
’
sknowl
edge
and literacy is probably one of
the more important factors
influencing student learning.
So, taking steps to improve
teacher learning must also be
par
tofanyschooldi
st
r
i
ct
’
s
improvement efforts to improve student learning.
Improving student and teacher
learning is an important goal
of improving work in a school
district. But this is still a
piecemeal approach to improving a school district. A
school district is a knowledgecreating organization and it is,
or should be, a learning organization. Professional
knowledge must be created
and embedded in a school
di
st
r
i
ct
’
soper
ational structures
and organizational learning
must occur if a school district
wants to develop and maintain
the capacity to provide children with a quality education.

So, school system learning
(i.e., organizational learning)
mustal
sobepar
tofadi
st
r
i
ct
’
s
improvement strategy to improve its core and supporting
work.

Path 3: Improve A Dist
r
i
ct
’
s
I
nt
er
nal“
Soci
alI
nf
r
ast
r
uct
ur
e”
Improving work processes to
improve learning for students,
teachers and staff, and the
whole school system is an
important goal but it is still a
piecemeal approach to
change. It is possible for a
school district to have a fabulous curriculum with extraordinarily effective instructional
methods but still have an int
er
nalsoci
al“
i
nf
r
ast
r
uct
ur
e”
(which includes organization
culture, organization design,
communication patterns,
power and political dynamics,
reward systems, and so on)
that is de-motivating, dissatisfying, and demoralizing for
teachers. De-motivated, dissatisfied and demoralized
teachers cannot and will not
use a fabulous curriculum in
remarkable ways. So, in addition to improving how the work
of a district is done, improvement efforts must focus simultaneously on improving a dist
r
i
ct
’
si
nt
er
nalsoc
i
al
“
i
nf
r
ast
r
uct
ur
e.
”
The social infrastructure of a
school system needs to be
redesigned at the same time
the core and supporting work
processes are redesigned.
Why? Because it is important
to assure that the new social
infrastructure and the new
work processes complement
each other. The best way to
assure this complementarity is
to make simultaneous im-
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provements to both elements
of a school system.
Hopefully, this three-path
metaphor makes sense because the principle of simultaneous improvement is absolutely essential for effective
systemwide improvement
(e.g., see Emery, 1977; Pasmore, 1988; Trist, Higgin,
Murray, & Pollack, 1963). In
the literature on systems improvement this principle is
called joint optimization
(Cummings & Worley, 2001, p.
353).

The Change Protocol:
Step-Up-To-Excellence
Step-Up-To-Excellence
(SUTE) is a whole-system
transformation protocol especially constructed to help educators navigate the three
paths toward whole-district
transformation described
above. This protocol combines
for the first time proven and
effective tools for wholesystem improvement in school
districts. Although these tools
have been used singly and
effectively for more than 40
years, they never have been
combined to provide educators with a comprehensive,
unified, systematic, and systemic protocol for redesigning
entire school systems. The
protocol is illustrated in Figure
4 (next page).
SUTE is an innovative approach to creating and sustaining whole-system change
in school districts. The change
navigation protocol for implementing SUTE is described
below. The protocol also links
the theory of systemwide organization improvement to

proven tools for improving
whole-systems and innovative
methods for improving knowledge work. The phrase
“
pr
ovent
ool
s”i
snotused
frivolously. Tools integrated
into SUTE have years of research and successful experience supporting their effectiveness. Two of these tools
are Merrelyn Emer
y’
sSearch
Conference and Participative
Design Workshop (Emery,
2006; Emery & Purser, 1996).
A third tool that can be used
instead of Emer
y’
sSearch
Conference is Weisbord and
Janof
f
’
sFuture Search (in
Schweitz & Martens with
Aronson, 2005). A fourth tool
i
sHar
r
i
sonOwen’
s(
1991,
1993) Open Space Technology. Elements of Dannemill
er
’
sReal Time Strategic
Change (Dannemiller & Jacobs, 1992; DannemillerTyson Associates, 1994) also
have been blended into SUTE.
Another set of tools incorporated into SUTE is from field of
socio-technical systems (STS)
design (e.g., van Eijnatten,
Eggermont, de Goffau, &
Mankoe, 1994; Pava, 1983a,
1983b).

Concepts and Principles
Underpinning the SUTE
Change Protocol.
The unit of change for SUTE
is an entire school system.
This is an essential principle
that forms the foundation of
the SUTE protocol. The rationale for this principle can be
drawn from teachings as old
as the Bible where it was said,
“
As a body is one though it
has many parts, and all the
parts of the body, though
many,ar
eonebody….I
fone
part suffers, all the parts suffer

with it; if one part is honored,
al
lt
hepar
t
sshar
et
hej
oy”(1
Corinthians 12:12, 12:26). In
much the same way, a school
district is one system even
though it is composed of many
“
par
t
s.
”
Although a school district is a
system the dominant approach to improving school
districts is not systemic;
rather, it is based on the principles of school-based management, which aims to improve one-school-at-a-time or
one-program-at-a-time. Many
of the best current and past
education reform programs
are limited in their scope of
impact because they focus
almost exclusively on changing what happens inside single schools and classrooms.
This focus is not misguided.
Schools and classrooms are
where changes need to happen. School-based reform
must continue. But, it needs to
evolve to a different level because this focus is insufficient
for producing widespread,
long-lasting district-wide improvements.
The one-school-at-a-time approach creates piecemeal
change. Piecemeal change
inside a school district is an
approach that at its worst does
more harm than good and at
its best is limited to creating
pocket
sof“
good”wi
t
hi
n
school districts. When it
comes to improving schooling
in a district, however, creating
pocket
sofgoodi
sn’
tgood
enough. Whole school systems need to be improved.
If history offers any guidance
for the future, one consequence of piecemeal change
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Figure 4: Step-Up-To-Excellence SM
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is that good education change
programs that attempt to improve student learning will
come and go, largely with mediocre results. When there is
success, it will be isolated in
“
pocket
sofexcel
l
ence.
”Regarding this phenomenon,
Michael Fullan (in Duffy, 2002)
said,

responsibility (burden)
from the whole system to
expecting a specific program to solve the problem. (p. 34)

Focusing school improvement
only on individual school buildings and classrooms within a
district also leaves some
teachers and children behind
in average and low performing
Another person who comschools. Leaving teachers and
mented on the ineffectiveness
students behind in average or
of piecemeal change was
low performing schools is a
Scott Thompson, Assistant
subtle, but powerful, form of
Executive Director of the
discrimination. School-aged
Whatar
et
he‘
bi
gpr
obl
ems’ Panasonic Foundation, a
children and their teachers,
facing educational reform?
sponsor of district-wide
families, and communities deThey can be summed up in
change. In talking about
serve better. It is morally unone sentence: School syspiecemeal change, Thompson conscionable to allow some
tems are overloaded with
(
2001)sai
d,“
Thechal
l
enge[
of schools in a district to excel
fragmented, ad hoc, epischool improvement], howwhile others celebrate their
sodic initiatives—[with] lots of ever, cannot be met through
mediocrity or languish in their
activity and confusion. Put
isolated programs; it requires
desperation. Entire school
another way, change even
a systemic response. Tackling districts must improve, not just
when successful in pockets, it will require fundamental
parts of them.
fails to go to scale. It fails to
changes in the policies, roles,
become systemic. And, of
practices, finances, culture,
There are two additional concourse, it has no chance of
and structure of the school
sequences of piecemeal
becoming sustained. (p. ix)
syst
em.
”(
p.2)
change within school systems.
First, piecemeal improveMany believe that change in
Regarding the inadequacies of ments are not and never will
school districts is piecemeal,
the one-school-at-a-time apbe widespread; second,
disconnected, and nonproach, Lew Rhodes (1997), a piecemeal improvements are
systemic. Jack Dale, Maryformer assistant executive
not and cannot be longl
and’
sSuper
i
nt
endent of the
director for the American Aslasting. Widespread and longYear for 2000 and the current
sociation of School Adminislasting improvements require
superintendent of the Fairfax
trators said,
district-wide change led by
County Public Schools in Vircourageous, passionate, and
ginia commented on the probIt was a lot easier 30
visionary leaders who recoglem of incremental, piecemeal
years ago when John
nize the inherent limitations of
change. He said piecemeal
Goodlad popularized the
piecemeal change and who
change occurs as educators
idea of the school building r
ecogni
zet
hatachi
l
d’
seducarespond to demands from a
as the fundamental unit of tional experience is the cumuschool syst
em’
senvi
r
onment
.
change.... But now it is
l
at
i
veef
f
ectofhi
sorher“
eduHe asked (in Duffy, 2002),
time to question that ascat
i
oncar
eer
”i
naschooldi
ssumption--not because it
trict.
How have we responded?
is wrong--but because it is
Typically, we design a
insufficient. Otherwise,
The SUTE Change Protocol
new program to meet
how can we answer the
each emerging need as it
quest
i
on:‘
I
ft
hebui
l
di
ngi
s SUTE is a three-step process
is identified and valithe primary unit at which
preceded by a Pre-Launch
dated.... The continual
to focus change efforts,
Preparation phase and it is
i
addition of discrete educawhy after 30 years has so
cyclical. The SUTE journey
tional programs does not
l
i
t
t
l
er
eal
l
ychanged?’
(
p. proceeds as follows:
work.... Each of the spe19)
cialty programs developed
Pre-Launch Preparation
have, in fact, shifted the
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Step 1: Redesign the entire
school district
Step 2: Create strategic
alignment
Step 3: Evaluate the performance of the entire
school district
Recycle to Pre-Launch
Preparation

Pre-Launch Preparation
One of the most common reasons for the failed transformation efforts is the lack of good
preparation and planning (Kotter, 1996). What happens during the preparation phase will
significantly influence the success (or failure) of a dist
r
i
ct
’
s
transformation journey. So
change leaders have to take
the time to do these activities
in a carefully considered manner. Quick fixes almost always
eventually fail even though
they may produce an immediate illusion of improvement.
The early Pre-Launch Preparation activities are conducted
by the superintendent of
schools and several handpicked subordinates. All of
these peopl
ecompr
i
sea“
pr
el
auncht
eam.
”Thesuper
i
nt
endent may also wish to include
one or two trusted school
board members on this small
starter team. It is also important to know that this small
team is temporary and it will
not lead the transformation
journey that will be launched
later in the preparation phase.
This team only has one purpose—to complete early activities to prepare the district for
whole-system change.
There are many pre-launch
preparation activities (see
Duffy 2003, 2004c.). They are

all important. Some of the
tasks should be initiated simultaneously (e.g., building
political support among internal and external stakeholders
while simultaneously scoutingout“
best
-pr
act
i
ces”andf
unding sources to support the
change process). Others need
to be sequenced (e.g., assess
and document the need for the
district to change followed by
the development of clear and
powerful public relations messages about that need followed by a Community Engagement Conference followed by a District Engagement Conference).

Effort: the amount of effort
above and beyond normal
work activities that is
needed to complete the
transformation.
Let
’
sl
ookateachoft
hese
factors more closely.

Hard Factor #1: Duration.
There is a common assumption that transformation efforts
that require longer timelines
are more likely to fail. Contrary
to this common assumption
Si
r
k
i
n,KeenanandJackson’
s
(2005) research suggests that
long-term transformation efforts that are evaluated frequently are more likely to succeed than short-term projects
that are not evaluated. It
seems that the frequent use of
formative evaluation during a
transformation journey has a
significant positive effect on
the success of that journey.

Research (Sirkin, Keenan &
Jackson, 2005) suggests there
are four key factors that affect
the success or failure of a
transformation effort. These
factors must be addressed
during the Pre-Launch Preparation phase. Sirkin, Keenan
and Jackson call these the
Hard Factor #2: Integrity. The
“
har
df
act
or
sofchange.
”They question this factor addresses
are:
i
s“
Canwer
el
yont
hechange
leadership teams that we creDuration: the amount of
ate to facilitate the transformatime needed to complete
tion journey effectively and
the transformation initiasuccessf
ul
l
y”
?Thei
mportance
tive;
of the answer to this question
cannot be understated. The
Integrity: the ability of the
success of a di
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
anschange leadership teams
formation journey will be dito complete the transforrectly affected by the knowlmation activities as
edge and skills of the people
planned and on time;
who staff the various change
which is directly affected
leadership teams that must be
byt
het
eam member
s’
chartered and trained to proknowledge and skills for
vide change leadership.
leading a transformation
Change leaders need to get
journey;
their di
st
r
i
ct
’
sbest people on
Commitment: the level of
t
heset
eams,wher
e“
best
”
unequivocal support for
means
smart,
articulate,
influthe transformation demential, and unequivocally
onstrated by senior leadcommitted to the transformaership as well as by emtion goals.
ployees;
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Hard Factor #3: Commitment.
Transformational change must
be led from the top of a school
district. The superintendent
must not only provide verbal
support for the transformation
but he or she must also demonstrate behavioral support by
participating in transformation
activities.
Initial commitment to the
transformation must also be
present among approximately
25% of adi
st
r
i
ct
’
sfaculty and
staff. This cadre of supporters
i
scal
l
eda“
cr
i
t
i
calmass.
”
Bl
ock’
s(
1986)di
scussion of
political groups in organizations offered a useful way to
identify who does and does
not support leadership in organizations. His model can be
modified to identify who does
and does not support a school
di
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansf
or
mat
i
onj
ourney.

3. Bedfellows: high goal
agreement, but low to
moderate levels of trust;
4. Adversaries: low agreement on goals and low
trust—who will probably
never be converted to allies or bedfellows.
5. Fencesitters: these people
cannot decide where they
stand on the goal of transforming their school district. They usually have a
wait and see attitude toward the changes that are
being proposed.

Beyond the 10% limit resources for change will be
overstretched, employee morale will plummet, and interpersonal and inter-group conflict will increase. Therefore,
decisions must be made about
how to manage the workload
of the people who are invited
to join the change leadership
teams that are formed for the
SUTE journey.

Maki
ngal
aunch/
don’
tl
aunch
decision. At some point the
pre-launch team will decide if
their school system is ready or
Block offered political stratenot ready to launch a full-scale
gies for working with each
transformation journey; that is,
group. These strategies can
t
heywi
l
lmakea“
l
aunch/
don’
t
be used during the Prel
aunch”decision. If a launch
Launch Preparation phase to
decision is made, then a new
build internal and external poleadership team is chartered
litical support for a di
st
r
i
ct
’
s
and trained to provide stratetransformation journey.
gic leadership for the duration
of the transformation journey.
Hard Factor #4: Effort. When
This team, because of its purplanning the transformation of
pose, is called a Strategic
Block used two dimensions
a school district change leadLeadership Team and it is
(vertical and horizontal) to
er
ssomet
i
mesdon’
tr
eal
i
zeor staffed by the superintendent
identify five political groups in
don’
tknowhowt
odealwi
t
h
and several others, including
organizations. When adapted
the fact that faculty and staff
teachers and building administo support a di
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansare already busy with their
trators appointed to the team
formation journey, the vertical
day-to-day responsibilities
by their peers (not by the suaxis of his model would be the (see objection #3 at the end of perintendent). This team also
level of agreement about the
this article). If in addition to
appoints and trains a Change
di
st
r
i
ct
’
stransformation goals.
these existing responsibilities
Navigation Coordinator who
The horizontal axis would rep- faculty and staff are asked to
provides daily, tactical leaderresent the level of trust bejoin the change leadership
ship for the SUTE journey.
tween and among people in
teams that are required to
the district. The intersection of transform their district their
Near the end of the Prethese two axes creates five
level of resistance toward the
Launch Preparation phase,
political groups:
transformation journey will
the Strategic Leadership
increase.
Team and Change Navigation
1. Allies: high goal agreeCoordinator organize and
ment and high trust;
Sirkin, Keenan and Jackson
conduct a 3-day Community
2. Opponents: low goal
(2005, p. 6) suggested that
Engagement Conference that
agreement, but high trust— ideally the workload of key
can bring into a single room
it may be possible to conemployees (i.e., those who
hundreds of people from the
vert these people into alhave direct change leadership community who then selflies;
responsibilities) should not
organize into smaller discusincrease more than 10% dursion groups around topics reing a transformation effort.
l
at
edt
ot
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansf
or-
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mation effort. This conference
is designed using Harrison
Owen’
s(
1991,1993)Open
Space Technology design
principles. The results of this
conference are used as frontend data for another largegr
oupeventf
ort
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
s
faculty and staff. This event is
called a District Engagement
Conference.

high school and all the middle
and elementary schools that
feed into it), a cluster for the
central administration staff,
and a cluster for all other supporting work units. They also
charter and train a Cluster Design Team for each cluster.

As stated earlier, the unit of
change for SUTE is an entire
school system rather than inThe 3-day District Engagedividual schools within a sysment Conference is a strategic tem. Although the entire sysplanning conference that
tem is the unit of change the
brings the whole district into
SUTE journey is navigated by
one room. This conference
organizing the system into
uses the design principles of
academic clusters, a cluster
Wei
sbor
dandJanof
f
’
sFuture
for the central administration,
Search (in Schweitz & Marand a cluster for all nonacatens with Aronson, 2005) or
demic supporting work units.
Emer
y’
s(
2006)Search ConThe academic clusters must
ference (either set of princiinclude at least one schoolples will work for this conferbased administrator and one
ence). Bringing the whole disteacher from each level of
trict into the room, however,
schooling within the cluster
th
doesn’
tmeant
hatever
ysi
ngl
e (e.g., in a preK-12 grade
person who works in the discluster there should be one
trict participates in the conferadministrator and one teacher
ence. Instead, the Strategic
from the elementary, middle,
Leadership Team and Change and secondary levels of
Navigation Coordinator ask
schooling). This membership
each department, team, and
formula assures that the entire
unit within the district to send
instructional program within an
at least one person to particiacademic cluster is reprepate in the conference. In this
sented.
way, the whole system is represented in the conference
One cluster is also formed for
room. The outcome of this
the central office staff. This
conference is a new strategic
cluster includes all the funcframework for the district that
tions housed in the central
includes a new mission, viadministration unit. Finally,
sion, and strategic plan; as
there is cluster formed for the
well as parameters for guiding nonacademic supporting work
the transformation journey.
units (e.g., cafeteria, building
and grounds maintenance,
At the completion of the Disand transportation).
trict Engagement Conference
the Strategic Leadership
All of these clusters are
Team and Change Navigation
formed to facilitate the disCoordinator organize the dist
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansf
or
mat
i
onj
ourney.
trict into academic clusters
Each cluster has a Cluster
(e.g., a cluster can be one
Design Team that is trained in

the principles of whole-system
change. Each team guides the
SUTE transformation journey
within its respective cluster.
The daily work of all the Cluster Design Teams will be coordinated by the Change
Navigation Coordinator. The
Strategic Leadership Team
provides broad strategic oversight of the teams and the coordinator.

Step 1: Redesign the Entire
School District
Navigating whole-system
change requires simultaneous
improvements along three
paths:
Path 1: Improve the dist
r
i
ct
’
sr
el
ationship with its
external environment,
which improves relationships with key external
stakeholders.
Path 2: Improve the dist
r
i
ct
’
scor
eandsuppor
t
i
ng
work processes (core
work is teaching and
learning; supporting work
includes secretarial work,
administrative work, cafeteria work, building maintenance work, and so on).
Path 3: Improve the dist
r
i
ct
’
si
nt
er
nalsoc
i
al
i
nf
r
astructure (which includes
organization design, governance, policies, organization culture, reward systems, job descriptions,
communication, and so
on.)
Near the beginning of Step 1,
the Cluster Design Teams
collaborate with the Change
Navigation Coordinator to organize their respective clusters to begin the transformation journey. They do this by
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chartering Site Design Teams
within each school building
inside the academic clusters,
within the central office cluster, and within the supporting
work unit cluster. These Site
Design Teams are staffed with
highly regarded faculty and
staff who do the daily work of
teaching children, managing
their administrative units, or
providing support services.
The people on these teams
will be the ones who create
innovative and powerful ideas
for improving their building or
wor
kuni
t
’
s1)r
el
at
i
onshi
ps
with the external environment;
2) work processes; and 3) internal social infrastructure.
This is an important principle
because the field of systemic
change believes that the people who actually do the work
are the people best qualified
to improve it (Emery, 1977;
Emery, 2006; Emery & Purser,
1996; Weisbord, 2004).
The Site Design Teams are
formed early in Step 1 and
they receive training on principles of whole-system change.
This training is provided by the
Change Navigation Coordinator and the Cluster Design
Teams in collaboration with an
external consultant. At the
completion of the training on
whole-system change, each of
the academic Cluster Design
Teams organizes a Cluster
Engagement Conference.
These conferences are designed in the same way as the
earlier District Engagement
Conference by using Weisbor
dandJanof
f
’
s(
i
nSchwei
t
z
& Martens with Aronson,
2005) Future Search principles or Emer
y’
s(
2006)Search
Conference principles. The
central office and supporting

work unit clusters will have a
similar conference later in the
transformation journey.
The Cluster Engagement Conferences are 3-day events.
Each Cluster Design Team
invites all of the Site Design
Teams within its cluster to participate in the conference. The
purpose of the conference is
t
ocr
eat
ea“
f
uzzy”i
deal
i
zed
design (Ackoff, 2001; Lee &
Woll, 1996; Reigeluth, 1995)
for each cluster. The idealized
design must be aligned with
the dist
r
i
ct
’
snewst
r
at
egi
c
framework (mission, vision,
and strategic goals) that was
created earlier during the District Engagement Conference.
The idealized design must
also frame in broad terms how
each cluster will make simultaneous improvements along
three change-paths: Path 1—
relationships with external
stakeholders; Path 2—its work
processes; and Path 3—its internal social infrastructure.
The Cluster Design Conferences are quickly followed by
a Redesign Workshop for
each cluster. The Cluster Design Team organizes this
three-day event for all of the
Site Design Teams within its
cluster. All members of the
Site Design Teams participate
in these workshops. The Redesign Workshops are organized usi
ngEmer
y’
s(
2006)
principles for designing Participative Design Workshops.
The outcome of these threeday events is a proposal for
transforming each cluster and
every school within each cluster. These proposals contain
specific, actionable ideas for
making simultaneous improvements along the three

change-paths identified earlier
(
i
.
e.
,eachcl
ust
er
’
senvi
r
onmental relationships, work
processes, and internal social
infrastructure).
The number of change proposals will vary depending on
the number of academic clusters within a district. It is appropriate and acceptable for
each cluster to have different
ideas for making improvements within their clusters as
along as the ideas are clearly
al
i
gnedwi
t
ht
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
s
grand vision and strategic
framework. Allowing faculty
and staff within each cluster to
create innovative, but different, ideas for making improvements within their cluster
is an example of applying the
principle of equifinality (Cummings & Worley, 2001) to empower and enable the people
who actually do the work of
the district to make changes
that make sense to them.
Although each cluster is encouraged to create innovative
ideas for making simultaneous
improvements along the three
change-paths for their cluster,
all of these improvements
must be unequivocally aligned
wi
t
ht
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
sgr
andvi
si
on
and strategic framework. To
assure this strategic alignment, the Strategic Leadership
Team reviews and approves
all of the redesign proposals.
Items marked for rejection or
put on hold for a later implementation date must be negotiated with the Cluster Design
Teams that proposed them
before those decisions are
finalized. Items accepted for
implementation become the
final redesign proposal for
each academic cluster.
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Nowi
t
’
st
i
mef
ort
hecent
r
al
office and supporting work
units to join the transformation
journey. The core work of the
district is classroom teaching
and learning. The core work
process is embedded in the
academic clusters that just
completed their redesign activities (Cluster Engagement
Conferences followed by Redesign Workshops). To be an
effective district, all other work
in the school system must be
aligned with and supportive of
t
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
scor
ewor
kpr
ocesses (i.e., classroom teaching and learning); therefore,
the central office and supporting work units must be redesigned to clearly and unequivocally support the changes that
were proposed for the academic clusters
The central office and supporting work units participate in
the same redesign process
that the academic clusters just
completed; i.e., they participate in Cluster Engagement
Conferences and Redesign
Workshops. The major outcome of the Cluster Engagement Conference and Redesign Workshops for the central
office is to transform that unit
into a central service center
that acts in support of the
academic clusters and the
schools within those clusters
while simultaneously supporti
ngt
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
sgr
andvi
si
on
and strategic framework. The
major outcome of the Cluster
Engagement Conference and
Redesign Workshops for the
supporting work units is to devise ways in which the work of
these units can best support
the academic clusters and the
individual schools within them
while also supporting the dis-

t
r
i
ct
’
sgr
andvi
s
i
onandst
r
at
egic framework.
The Strategic Leadership
Team now has redesign proposals from each of the academic clusters, the central
office cluster, and the supporting work unit cluster. These
proposals are consolidated
into a master redesign proposal for the entire school system, which is then submitted
to the dist
r
i
ct
’
sschool board
for review and approval.
Next, the Strategic Leadership
Team and Change Navigation
Coordinator have the challenging task of finding the
money to implement the master change proposal. Earlier
during the Pre-Launch Preparation phase the Strategic
Leadership Team scouted-out
funding opportunities by identifying some state and federal
agencies or philanthropic organizations that could be
sources of money to support
t
hei
rdi
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansformation
journey. Now, they approach
these agencies and organizations by submitting grant proposals requesting financial
support.

i
nadi
st
r
i
ct
’
sbudget
.Additional information about how to
pay for systemic change is
found near the end of this article and in Duffy (2003).
Oncet
hedi
st
r
i
cthas“
seed”
money to kick-start the transformation journey, the Strategic Leadership Team distributes the financial, human, and
technical resources to the
Cluster Design Teams so they
can implement their sections
of the master redesign proposal. The Cluster Design
Teams delegate implementation responsibilities to the Site
Design Teams within their
domain. The implementation
activities are managed on a
daily basis by the Site Design
Teams in each building and
work unit and coordinated by
the respective Cluster Design
Teams in collaboration with
the Change Navigation Coordinator. The Strategic Leadership Team provides broad
strategic oversight of the entire implementation phase.

Implementation of new ideas
and practices will require the
school system, all the clusters,
all of the individual schools
and work units, and all individMoney from outside agencies
ual faculty and staff to move
i
sof
t
enchar
act
er
i
zedas“
exthrough a learning curve,
t
r
a”moneybecause it is above which always starts with a
and beyond the money in a
downhill slide in individual and
di
st
r
i
ct
’
snormal operating
organizational performance
budget. Even though extra
followed by an upward climb
money may be needed to sus- toward excellence (this learntain the first cycle of a transing curve is characterized as
formation journey, money to
t
he“
f
i
r
stdown,t
henup”prinkick-start a transformation
ciple. Organizational Learning
journey can be found in disNetworks (OLN) can facilitate
t
r
i
ct
’
scur
r
entoper
at
i
ngbudget and suppor
tt
he“
f
i
r
stdown,
using budget reallocation
t
henup”exper
i
ence.OLNs
strategies. Further, future cyare informal communities of
cles of SUTE should also be
practice that focus learning on
funded by permanent dollars
issues, problems, or opportu-
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nities related to the implementation of adi
st
r
i
ct
’
smaster
redesign proposal. They can
be designed using Dufour and
Eaker
’
s(
1998)pr
i
nci
pl
esf
or
organizing learning communities. To facilitate the development and dissemination of
professional knowledge
throughout the school system,
the OLNs are required to
share their learning with everyone in the district.
Most large-scale change efforts fail during the implementation period; especially if the
change timeline is long and if
the transformation activities
and outcomes are not periodically evaluated (Sirkin,
Keenan, & Jackson, 2005).
Because of the possibility of
failure it is important for
change leaders to design and
facilitate On-Track Seminars.
On-Track Seminars are specially designed seminars that
engage faculty and staff in
periodic evaluative inquiry
(Preskill & Torres, 1998) about
the change process and its
outcomes. The formative
evaluation data from the
seminars are used to keep the
transformation journey on
course toward the dist
r
i
ct
’
s
grand vision and strategic
goals. These seminars also:
Facilitate individual, team
and district-wide learning;
Educate and train faculty
and staff to use inquiry
skills;
Create opportunities to
model collaboration, cooperation and participation behaviors;
Establish linkages between learning and performance;

Facilitate the search for
ways to create greater
understanding of what affects the dist
r
i
ct
’
ssucces
s
and failure; and,
Relies on diverse perspectives to develop understanding of the dist
r
i
ct
’
sper
f
or
mance.
During the period of formative
evaluation it is important to
assess the quality of discontent among people working in
the school system and among
key external stakeholders. The
quality of discontent is a diagnostic clue about the relative
success of a school syst
em’
s
transformation journey. In less
healthy organizations, people
complain about little things—
low-order grumbles. These
gripes are manifestations of
what Abraham Maslow (in
Farson, 1996, p. 93) called
deficiency needs. In successful organizations, people have
high-order gripes that focus on
more altruistic concerns. In
very successful organizations,
people engage in metagripes—complaints about their
need for self-actualization.
When change leaders hear
these meta-gripes they will
know that their system is
stepping up to excellence.

Step 2: Create Strategic
Alignment
After redesigning the district
as described above, step 2
invites change leaders and
their colleagues to align the
work of individuals with the
goals of their teams, the work
of teams with the goals of their
schools and work units, the
work of schools and work units
with the goals of their clusters,
and the work of clusters with

the goals of the district. Combined, these activities create
strategic alignment.
Creating strategic alignment
accomplishes three things
(Duffy, 2004c). First, it assures
that everyone is working toward the same broad strategic
goals and vision for the district. Second, it weaves a web
of accountabilities that makes
everyone who touches the
educational experience of a
child accountable for his or her
part in shaping that experience. And third, it has the potential to form a social infrastructure that is free of bureaucratic hassles, dysfunctional policies, and obstructionist procedures that limit
individual and team effectiveness. It is these dysfunctional
hassles, policies, and procedures that cause at least 80%
of the performance problems
that we usually blame on individuals and teams (Deming,
1986).

Step 3: Evaluate WholeDistrict Performance
Finally, in Step 3, the performance of the entire transformed
district is evaluated using
principles of summative
evaluation (e.g., Stufflebeam,
2002, 2003). The purpose of
this level of evaluation is to
measure the success of ever
yone’
sef
f
or
t
st
oeducat
echi
ldren within the framework of
the newly transformed school
system. Evaluation data are
also reported to external
stakeholders to demonstrate
t
hedi
st
r
i
ct
’
sover
al
l
success in
achieving its transformation
goals.
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After change leaders and their
colleagues work through all
three steps of Step-Up-ToExcellence they then focus on
sustaining school district improvement by practicing continuous improvement at the
district, cluster, school, team,
and individual levels of performance. Then, after a predetermined period of stability and
incremental improvements,
t
hey“
st
ep-up”agai
nbycycling
back to the Pre-launch Preparation Phase. Achieving highperformance is a lifelong journey for a school district.

In Anticipation of “
Yes,But
s”
Whenever Step-Up-ToExcellence is presented to an
audience predictably three key
objections are voiced. These
common objections and responses to them are presented below. It is very important for change leaders and
school public relations specialists to anticipate objections to
whole-system change and
then prepare well-crafted
messages that preempt the
objections. By anticipating and
preempting the objections,
initial resistance to change
can be significantly reduced.
Further, the best time to anticipate and preempt objections is during the Pre-Launch
Preparation phase of SUTE.

being asked this question
when he first proposed his 5th
Discipline ideas; or perhaps
Morris Cogan (1973) when he
first described the principles of
Clinical Supervision?
New ideas, by definition, are
not being used anywhere, but
they want to be used. However, being the first at doing
anything, especially doing
something that requires deep
and broad change demands a
high degree of leadership
courage, passion, and vision.
Many change leaders in education do indeed have the
requisite courage, passion,
and vision to be the first to try
innovative ideas for creating
and sustaining whole-system
impr
ovement
,butt
heydon’
t
know how to lead wholesystem change. These heroic
leaders need a protocol especially designed to create and
sustain whole-system change.

Obj
ect
i
on#1:“
Yes,Thi
sI
sAn
Interesting Idea. But Where Is
Thi
sBei
ngUsed”
?

The most direct answer to the
above objection is that StepUp-To-Excellence is being
used in the in the Metropolitan
School District of Decatur
Township in Indianapolis,
Indiana. The protocol has
been blended with a protocol
created by Dr. Charles Reigeluth called the Guidance System for Transforming Education (GSTE). Dr. Reigeluth is
also facilitating that systemic
ii
change effort. Although this is
the direct answer to the objection, more needs to be said.

Oneoft
hegr
eat
est“
i
nnovat
i
onki
l
l
er
s”i
nt
hehi
story of
mankind is captured in the
quest
i
on,“
Wher
ei
st
hi
sbei
ng
used? Or,i
t
scor
ol
l
ar
y,“
Who
el
sei
sdoi
ngt
hi
s?”Can you
imagine Peter Senge (1990)

New methodologies to create
and sustain district-wide
change are not perfect and
they never will be. Educators
should not even try to find a
perfect protocol. Instead, they
need to examine new methods

for navigating whole-district
change, study how they work,
find glitches in the processes,
and search for logical flaws in
the reasoning behind the
methods. Then, assuming that
a method is based on sound
principles for improving whole
systems, educators should
then think about how they
might correct the flaws to
make the method work for
their districts.
Some people read about
whole-district change and excl
ai
m,“
I
mpossi
bl
e”
!I
mpossible is what some people think
can’
tbedoneunt
i
lsomeone
proves them wrong by doing it.
Whole-district change not only
“
i
s-poss
i
bl
e,
”buti
ti
sbeing
done successfully in school
systems throughout the United
States; e.g., in the Baldrige
award-winning Chugach Public Schools in Anchorage,
Alaska, and the Pearl River
School District in New York.
Other districts engaged in district-wide change were described in a research study by
Togneri and Anderson (2003).
The districts in that study
were:
Aldine Independent
School District, Texas
Chula Vista Elementary
School District, California
Kent County Public
Schools, Maryland
Minneapolis Public
Schools, Minnesota
Providence Public
Schools, Rhode Island
The improvements these districts experienced were guided
by many of the principles that
underpin SUTE. So, if educators read about a protocol that
seems impossible, they
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shoul
dask,“
I
fot
herschool
districts are using ideas and
pr
i
nc
i
pl
esl
i
ket
hese,whycan’
t
we?”
Some educators and policymakers will read about wholedi
st
r
i
ctchangeandsay,“
I
mpr
act
i
cal
.
”Notonl
yar
et
he
core principles and changetools based on these principles practical, many of them
are proven to work in school
districts and other organizations throughout the United
States. So, if and when educators and policymakers think
that trying to improve an entire
school system is impractical
they should ask, “
I
fot
her
school districts have used
these principles effectively,
whycan’
twe?”
Some people will read this
article andpr
ocl
ai
m,“
Wow,
these ideas are really far out.
They are way outside the
box.
”I
ti
smy hope that readers will say this. If they do, this
means I have succeeded in
offering them some innovative
ideas to think about and apply.
And, if and when they see
somet
hi
ngt
hatseems“
way
outsi
det
hebox,
”t
heyshoul
d
ask,“
I
ft
hi
si
deai
soutside the
box,whatboxar
ewei
n?”and,
“
Dowewantt
ost
ayi
nside this
boxofour
s?”

Objection #2:“
Yes,Thi
sI
sA
Nice Idea. But, How Do We
Payf
orThi
s”
?
The second biggest innovation
killer in the world is found in
the quest
i
on,“
Howdowepay
f
ort
hi
s”
?Unl
i
ket
r
aditional
reform efforts, whole-district
change cannot be sustained
solely through small increases
in operating budgets, nor can

i
tbesust
ai
nedwi
t
h“
ext
r
a”
money from outside the district. Because whole-system
transformation touches all aspects of a school dist
r
i
ct
’
sc
or
e
operations, it imposes significant resource requirements on
a district and demands a rethinking of the way current
resources are allocated, as
well as some creative thinking
abouthowt
ouse“
ext
r
a”
money that will be needed to
jump start systemic reform.
Because there seems to be a
scarce amount of literature on
financing whole-district
change, innovative, groundlevel tactics, methods, and
sources are needed to help
educators find the financial
resources they need to transform their school systems into
high-performing organizations
of learners. What follows are
some insights about how to do
this (these insights are explored more deeply in Duffy,
2003).
Below, you will find a brief discussion of some fundamental
principles that are important
for financing whole-district
iii
change. Many of these principles are advocated by
school finance experts (e.g.,
Cascarino, 2000; Clune,
1994a; Keltner, 1998; Odden,
1998). The fundamental principles are:
Think creatively about securing resources. Instead
ofsayi
ng“
Wecan’
tdo
t
hi
s,because…”say,“
We
candot
hi
s.Let
’
sbecr
eative in figur
i
ngouthow?”
;
Develop a new mental
model for financing school
system improvement that
helps change leaders

think outside the box for
creating innovative solutions to their resource allocation challenges;
Embed the resources to
support a whole-district
improvement protocol in a
school di
st
r
i
ct
’
sor
gani
zation design and its normal
operational budget;
Develop a new mental
model for financing school
system improvement that
helps change leaders create innovative solutions to
resource allocation challenges (Odden, 1998);
Fund whole-system improvement in the same
way that a core program
or activity is funded; i.e.,
with real dollars that are a
permanent part of a
school dist
r
i
ct
’
sbudget;
Reallocate current operating money to support
whole-district improvement (Keltner, 1998);
Over time, reduce“
ext
r
a”
resources for wholedistrict improvement to
near zero while increasing
internal resources to support systemic improvement;
As needed, combine federal funds in innovative
ways to directly support
district-wide improvements in teaching and
learning (see Cascarino,
2000, p. 1);
Focus thinking on financing for adequacy rather
than on financing for equity (see Clune, 1994a,
1994b);
When seeking outside
money, make sure that
the requirements and
goals of the funding
agency do not conflict or
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constrain the vision and
strategic direction of the
di
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansf
or
mat
i
on
journey; and,
Employ superior communication skills so all stakeholders recognize the true
purpose of adi
st
r
i
ct
’
s
budget reallocation strategy, how it will work, and
what the benefits will be.

Objection #3: Yes, Nice Idea.
But, WeCan’
tSt
opDoi
ng
WhatWe’
r
eDoi
ng
Another important and significant obstacle to gaining support for whole-system change
is that school districts have a
core mission; i.e., they must
provide children with approximately 180 days of classroom
teaching and learning. Given
the complexity of wholesystem change and given the
time required to plan and implement this kind of change,
some educators and policymakers will object by saying,
“
Ni
cei
dea,butwecan’
tst
op
doi
ngwhatwe’
r
edoi
ngt
oparticipate in this kind of change
process. We have to show up
eachdayandt
eachki
ds.
”
Of course, this objection is
based on the realities of life in
school syst
ems.That
’
swhyi
t
is so difficult to respond to this
objection. But there is a response and it is derived from
the experiences of real people
making real changes in complex organizations with core
missions that cannot be ignored. The response is that
the Strategic Leadership
Team and Change Navigation
Coordinator must create a
parallel organization after the
launch decision is made dur-

ing the Pre-Launch Preparation Phase.

cessfully in the transformed
school system.

The concept of parallel organizations is from the fields
of organization theory and
design and systemic change
(e.g., Stein & Moss Kanter,
2002). A parallel organization,
which is sometimes called a
“
par
al
l
el
l
ear
ni
ngst
r
uct
ur
e”
(Human Resource Development Council, date unknown)
is a change management
structure.

In Step 1 of the SUTE protocol
a master redesign proposal is
created. At some point during
Step 1 that proposal is implemented. As it is implemented
t
he“
ol
d”syst
em i
st
r
ansf
or
medi
nt
ot
he“
new”syst
em
and the district continues to
achieve its core mission, but it
does so within the framework
of a transformed system.

A parallel organization is created during the Pre-Launch
Preparation Phase of SUTE
and it is represented by the
collection of change navigation teams and change processes that are temporarily established to transform an entire school system. A simple
illustration of this concept is
found in Figure 5 (next page).
The parallel organization is
cr
eat
edbyt
empor
ar
i
l
y“
t
r
ansf
er
r
i
ng”car
ef
ul
l
ysel
ect
edand
trained educators into the parallel organization, which is
constructed using the various
change leadership teams.
These people then create the
new system.
Educators not transferred into
the parallel organization continue to operate the current
school system, thereby helping the district to achieve its
core mission; i.e., educating
children. Even though are performing within the boundaries
of the current system these
educators are participating in
Organization Learning Networks to help them learn the
new knowledge and skills that
they will need to perform suc-

Conclusion
New change theory is based
on the concept of flux. It recognizes that change is nonlinear and requires school districts to function at the edge of
chaos as educators seek controlled disequilibrium to create
innovative opportunities for
improvement. New change
theory tells us that to improve
the performance level of a
school district the system must
first move downhill before it
can move up to a higher level
of performance. New change
theory requires school districts
to use a networked social infrastructure where innovations
are grown from within and
used to create whole-district
change. New change theory
requires a simultaneous ability
to anticipate the future and
respond quickly to unanticipated events. New change
theory requires a protocol
specifically designed to enact
the concepts and principles
that are part of the theory.
New change theory also requires change leadership that
is distributed throughout a
school district—change leaders
who are courageous, passionate and visionary and who use
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Figure 5: The Parallel Organization

Parallel
Organization

Current
Organization

Launch Transformation Journey

Transformed
School System

The destination of three paths:
Improved student, faculty and staff and whole
system learning
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their power and political skills
in ethical ways. Leaders like
this are priceless and absolutely necessary. Leaders of
this class work their magic by
helping others to see the invisible, to do the seemingly
impossible, and to create new
realities heretofore only imagined. Creating world-class
school districts that produce
stunning opportunities for improving student, faculty and
staff, and whole system learning can only be done under
the stewardship of these kinds
of leaders.
Leading whole-system change
is not for the timid, the uninspired, or the perceptually
nearsighted. It requires personal courage, passion, and
vision. It is my hope that
change leaders reading these
reports will find in these pages
the key that unlocks or reinforces their personal courage,
passion, and vision to lead this
kind of large-scale effort. If
they do step forward to accept
that mission, they need to
know that they step forward
into a world that is not fully
illuminated by research findings, a world that is a minefield of socio-political warfare
and turf-battles, and into a
world where they will often
suffer emotional pain and feelings of betrayal by those they
thought loyal. They may even
lose their job. But, with courage, passion, and vision, I believe they can create a coalition of like-minded change
leaders within and outside
their district, and in collaboration with this coalition, together, they can endure the
pain and betrayal, move forward toward their collective
vision, and ultimately succeed

in creating and sustaining previously unimagined opportunities for improving student, faculty and staff, and wholesystem learning in their school
district.
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Please feel free to share copies of these reports with your
colleagues. All that I ask is
that the information you find
in these reports be attributed
to the author(s).
For references to this article,
please use the following format:
Duffy, F. M. (2006, April).
Step-Up-To-Excellence: A
change navigation protocol
for transforming school systems in The F. M. Duffy Reports, 11(2), 1-20.

In the past, these reports
often contained articles written by readers. If you would
like to write an article for
these reports on a topic related to whole-system change
in school districts, please
send a copy of it to me as an
E-mail attachment to
duffy@thefmduffygroup.co
m.
Thank you for your interest in
these Reports.
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Endnotes
Weisbord, M. R. (2004). Productive workplaces revisited: Dignity, meaning, and
community in the 21st Cennd
tury (2 ed.). San Francisco: Wiley & Sons/ Pfeiffer

i

The first version of SUTE was
called Knowledge Work Supervision (KWS). It was first
described in Duffy (1995,
1996). KWS evolved into
Step-Up-To-Excellence in
Duffy (2002) and it had 5
steps. Recently, using feedback from the field, the protocol was improved by reducing
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the protocol to 3 steps as described in this article.
ii

You may visit the website for
t
hatdi
st
r
i
ct
’
st
r
ansf
ormation
journey at http://www. indiana.edu/~syschang/decatur/c
hange_ process.html.
iii

These principles were developed in collaboration with
Jason Cascarino and Chris
Henson. Jason is Director of
Marketing and New Initiatives
for Citizen Schools in Boston.
Chris is the Assistant Superintendent for Business and Facility Services for the Metro
Nashville Public Schools in
Tennessee. Chris is also the
former Assistant Director for
Finance and Administration for
the Franklin Special School
District in Tennessee where
he helped develop financial
strategies to pay for wholesystem change in that district.
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